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Dear Parents,
We can slowly smell the scent of spring! Signs of the changing season and new life are
all around us; green buds on the trees, plants blossoming, colouring of the landscape
and another term has come and gone. The students have worked very hard throughout
the term putting all of their effort in to all activities and now the time to rest and relax
with family and friends is slowly approaching! The two week holiday is an ideal
opportunity for students to recharge their batteries, reflect on what they have achieved
so far and start planning for the last term.
To the students of Years 6 and 8 who will appear for the Cambridge Checkpoint Tests
and for the students taking the IGCSE and IB exams, we would like to say,
“An Exam is not just a test of your academic knowledge, it is a test of you calmness,
stability and courage. Everyone knows you are a good student out there. All you need
to do is work hard and revise with care. Good luck. All the best for your exams!”
We, the staff of the International School, wish you and your families a happy and
relaxing Easter. School will resume on Wednesday, 4th April.
Kind regards,

Arundhati Mukherji

Ursula Hellert

Academic Dean

Head of School

Staff appreciation breakfast
On Wednesday, 14th March, the staffroom was full of lovely and yummy food! It filled the
hearts of all the staff members. It seemed to them that the break should not end for the day
so that they would relax and enjoy the delicacies on the table! All this came from the PTA,
who spent countless hours preparing the goodies for the staff.

Thank you dear PTA members for your kind and generous gesture; greatly appreciated!
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News from the PTA
‘Love Story’ Charity Event
The PTA had a wonderful evening last Saturday supporting
our CAS students, family Kessels and their team with our school’s adopted charity Love Story.
We had a fabulous time being entertained by our President of the school council, Max
Timofeev, musical interlude on the piano by Nikolas Leiste, a lovely father/daughter
serenade by Mr Lewis and Olivia (with added vocals by Ms Yau) and finally a set by our
own School Band. Way to rock it you guys!
Our sincere thanks go to everyone who donated their time or donated the amazing
food enjoyed by the party goers. Thank you all for a cracking night!
Staff Appreciation Breakfast
On Wednesday the 14th of the PTA prepared our
annual ‘Thank You!’ breakfast for the faculty of the
school.
We have already received heartfelt thanks from many
of the staff who partook of the spread. As always it is
our pleasure to give a little back to our school, who
work so tirelessly with our children.
Second Hand Uniform Sales
The PTA always has second hand uniforms available for purchase each Friday morning.
If you need an extra long sleeve polo, hoodie or vest then please come and see us.
Nothing is over €10 and the clothes are clean and ready to be worn!
Support where you can!
If you are free Friday mornings we’d love to have you join us for a coffee, cake
and chat. We welcome any support you can give, so even it’s a little time at
one event, or a batch of cupcakes for another, please feel free to
contribute!
If you have any comments, questions or concerns feel free to email us at
anytime at ptais@cjd-bs.de
The PTA is here to support our school where we can and we look forward to
your support as the school year goes on.
We wish you a very happy, safe and warm holiday period!
Ruth Basso, Laila Djemailovic, Jane George, Katharina Karnahl and Melissa Retzlaff
The PTA Board
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School Life
didacta
On 23rd February the International School representatives which consisted of students from
Year 6 (Nakshatra and Aurelia), Year 7 (Christoph and Rachel) and Year 8 (Javier, Gregor and
Lena) went to Hannover to take part in the didacta. didacta is the largest trade fair for the
education industry in Europe. The trade and book fair takes place annually at different locations
in Germany, currently alternating between Stuttgart, Cologne and Hanover. In addition to
exhibitors and publishers, the public can also attend a fringe program of several hundred events
with their new releases from the areas of early education, school/university, vocational
training/qualification and education and technology. The CJD had a stall to promote the
company and its services and our children had a chance to talk to the visitors about learning
opportunities that our school offers. They also presented the facts about daily life at our
International School and gave a general knowledge quiz to random guests interested in our
school.

GISST Soccer Match
On Friday, March 9th our International School
held their annual Explorers day open house.
For the last three years the “Realschule
Gebhardshagen” have visited us to
experience the CJD International School
culture and also participate in a friendly
GISST organised soccer match. The students
from both schools enjoyed a competitive
tournament, where both our teams were proud victors.

Stephen Lewis

Explorers Day
Soccer tournament
In accordance with the CJD Explorers
day held on Friday, March 9th we fielded
two teams to participate in an eight
team soccer tournament organised by the the CJD Gymnasium School. Many spectators from our
school student body came to cheer on both of our teams and although our international teams
fought valiantly, we finished in 2nd place and 3rd place respectively.
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Stephen Lewis

RC / Year 1 Afternoon Room
Firstly, we would like to thank the PTA
for helping us put on a fantastic ‘Carnival Party’ in
our afternoon room. We had a wonderful buffet
filled with fruits, sweets, doughnut, and juices. Whether
parading through the school, dancing to groovy beats or
participating in games, all the children had an enjoyable
time. To top off the event, each child extremely enjoyed
taking a go at the piñatas and sweets found inside.
Secondly, we would like to express our thanks to Ms.
Basso and Ms. Talens for preparing a presentation about
their home country ‘Spain’ for our International Day. Ms.
Talens kindly showed and explained many interesting things about Spain to the children and
they also had the chance to participate in a crafting activity.
At the moment the children are busy learning about
‘Birds in Winter’ and have been making birdfeeders to
hang on trees outside.

Primary Afternoon Room
From February 26th - March 2nd we celebrated
an International Week in the Afternoon Room.
This year we selected Turkey. On Monday,
Uluc was kind enough to do a PowerPoint
presentation on his home country that was
very entertaining. Each day there was a
different theme and we really had fun playing
the Turkish game called “Okey”. We learned a
lot about the culture of Turkey and some of
us would even like to visit the country
someday in the future!
We would like to thank both the family
Oezkan and family Bilgin for their support!
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Project Classes
Computer Wizards Project
Our young computer wizards are
learning programming concepts
while developing their own creations in the fun and colourful environment of Scratch with Mr
Stern. In the picture above the participants are programming their own quizes. Andy's quiz asks
the user what black holes are made of and gives 10 points for choosing stars, while Shubham's
quiz tests the player how to read a clock. Denis demonstrated that when asked “What the moon
is made of?”, selecting cheddar is a little too cheesy earning the player negative points for the
game.

Jedidiah Stern

GISST Hannover friendly
On Tuesday, March 13th, our Boys Varsity Basketball
team was invited to play a friendly match against the
International School in Hannover. Both schools have
maintained the three-year long relationship that has
become a tradition.
Our team travelled to Hannover accompanied by coaches McCaw and Dybka. The game consisted
of four 8 minute quarters with short breaks in between. Although we battled and fought till the
end, we eventually had to acknowledge the higher experience’s level of the Hannover’s squad.
Regardless the loss, we have received a compliment from the coaches of the opposing team who
noticed our team’s improvement from last year. They appreciated that we came and gave them a
bit of the challenge as for their last testing game before they would start heading for the Boys
Basketball GISST Finals that will take place in Munich from March 16th to 18th.
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Information about the classes
RC
We had a great start and celebrated the Chinese
New Year what was really fun.
We have been very busy learning about Sea Life
and Community Helpers. Our class had the
opportunity to experience the amazing work of
Community Helpers with the support of our parents! We would
like to thank them all for their enthusiastic participation.
In literacy, we focused on learning the letters Gg, Hh, Oo and
Uu with the help of fairy tales such as: ‘Gruffalo’, ‘Wizard of
Oz’, and ‘The Ugly Duckling’. We strengthened our learning
experiences with crafting and cooking activities. In numeracy, we are learning to subtract with
the help of baking activities. The Reception Class would like to wish you all a wonderful Easter
break and marvelous holidays!

The Reception Class Team

Year 1
Let’s Go Shopping!
In Maths lesson we set up a shop with various goodies that
the students could buy. Each child went to the classroom
bank first to receive some money. The children could buy
items from the classroom shop and think about the change. It
was a playful and engaging way for them to learn paper notes and coin values. It also focused
students on real-world situations that require them to apply the mathematics skills they
developed earlier in the school year.

Year 1 Class Team

Year 2
We have been off to a busy start in 2018, especially our learning and
understanding of our topic, ‘Dinosaurs’. This term each of us chose
a particular dinosaur to research and then made presentations to
the class on our findings. We took class trips to the Natural History
Museum and also the Planetarium.. We have had such a good time
learning about the history of Dinosaurs, please visit our classroom
to see our model volcanoes, fossil re-creations, the most terrifying
of all dinosaurs, the T-Rex!

Year 2 Class Team
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Year 3
We would like to welcome two new students to our class. Alba and
Sophia-Aurelia have recently joined Year 3. Alba has come with her
older sister Claudia (Year 5) from Spain. Sophia is from Braunschweig. They have been
wonderful additions to our class and we look forward to many exciting moments with
them!

Year 4
Interesting Investigations!
This term, Year 4 have been enjoying a variety
of experiments and investigations in both
Mathematics and Science lessons. In Science, we have focused on States of Matter and Sound.
We mixed both vinegar and baking soda together and watched as the carbon dioxide that formed
inflated the rubber glove!
In Mathematics, we wanted to investigate how many smarties were in
each box and how many of each colour everyone had. We discovered
everyone had different amounts and decided this wasn’t very fair!
We have learned new vocabulary such as the mode, median and mean
and how to find this in a set of data. For our topic on sound, we loved
making our own string telephones and investigating which string
worked best. In Guided Studies we took this a step further and
learned about Alexander Graham Bell, the inventor of the telephone.
We would like to take this opportunity to give a special thanks to our
parent volunteers who have been listening to us read every week!

Year 5
Year 5 would like to welcome Claudia to our class. Claudia comes to us from Spain, and we are
excited to have her join us!
As we get ready for the start of spring, we would
like to remember the fun moments of winter.
One of these moments was our class trip ice
skating. The class walked to the inner city where
they enjoyed time on the ice, skating with their
friends. Afterwards, the class was given time to
explore the Christmas Market where they
enjoyed the festive atmosphere.
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Year 6
Year 6 has been studying hard these recent weeks and the results will show
on the report cards soon.
In a meantime, everybody has their hands
full while working with…clay during the Art
lessons. Ms Selke is teaching her students
how to handle the entire process of
designing and creating a sculpture. Before
the children start they have to have a clear
idea of how they want the final sculpture to
turn out. With that in mind, they made
sketches of various imagined ideas. The
dimensions of the main shape, the ratio between the lengths and the number of layers
need to be considered at the beginning of each project. Working in three dimensions
can be an interesting artistic challenge and it seems as everybody in class likes it.
At the same time students are working hard during the Science lessons, still revising
for the upcoming Checkpoint test. Mr Hasan provided them with the scientific facts and
keeps reminding them that to every action there is always an equal and opposite or
contrary, reaction. Hopefully, the students’ “action” of studying will eventually end up
with “reaction” of receiving good grades.
And last but not least, Year 6 is excited about the idea of making Brigadeiros, a
common Brazilian delicacy that is made from condensed milk, cocoa powder, and
butter, and chocolate sprinkles to cover the outside layer. That will be a sweet treat that
everyone from Year 6 deserves to have before they all go on the Easter break.

Year 7
Year 7 have worked very diligently this term in all subjects and after completing their
assessment tests, they are eagerly awaiting their results. Leading up to the Easter
break, the students have thoroughly enjoyed the Art project, where the focus was
creating their own sculptures out of clay. In Math they are very busy with their
compasses and protractors as they work on the topic constructions (triangle).
Year 7 wish you all a very
nice Easter break.
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Year 8
As the Checkpoint tests are
looming just around the corner,
all students are using their
precious time wisely and are
busily revising for their tests.
Keep the good work up, Year 8!

Year 9
The Year 9 students worked
hard to increase their academic
performance in the Assessment
Tests. Compared to the first
tests, many students could see
an improvement. However, it is
a challenge to cope with the
IGCSE programme and its high
level of requirements. We
should not forget that many
students joined the class at the
beginning of the school year and still need time to catch up with their classmates in
English. They are pushed in EAL lessons, but also face lots of new terms in the IGCSE
subjects, like Biology and Mathematics. IGCSE exams are offered at the end of Year 10.
If students pass them with a score of 60 percent or better in at least six subjects, they
have also achieved the equivalent to the German “Erweiterter Sekundarabschluss 1” –
the highest degree after 10 years of secondary education in Germany.

Year 10
The Year 10 students have been busy taking their final assessment tests and
preparing for the upcoming IGCSE exams which are quickly approaching.
Good luck to everyone. Do your best and thank you for being a great class.
It has been an honour being your class teacher. Dan Wyer
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Senior School
Year 12 students had their CAS fair on the occasion of the
‘’Entdeckertag’’. Students had the opportunity to showcase
their CAS projects done over the course of the past two years
and their learning outcomes. They had to describe their
projects and were evaluated by our IB faculty staff members. Evaluations were based on
a pre-designed questionnaire on student performance based on personal knowledge of
the student acquired through the participation in the activity and individual or group
discussions with students involved in the activity. Special thanks go to Ms Koeneke, Mr
Johnson, Mr Mascia, Mr Stern and Mr Berger who volunteered to assess the students’
projects.

Naresh Seetharam

Indication of source:
S. 1 http://clipart-library.com/clipart/4981.htm
S. 2 http://www.elvingtonprimary.org.uk/event/pta-boden-party
S. 3 https://knkverlagssoftware.com/event/didacta-2017/
S. 4 https://www.vecteezy.com/vector-art/97728-bird-on-a-wire-at-winter-vector
S. 5 http://www.gisst.bonn-is.de/members/index.html
S. 6 https://www.freepik.com/free-vector/chinese-new-year-banners-with-dogs_1533154.htm
S. 8 https://www.free-power-point-templates.com/kids-learning-powerpoint-template/
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Give opportunities.

Yes!
I donate!

Tel: +49 (0) 531 88 92 10-0
E-mail: hellert@cjd-braunschweig.de
Editorial: Ms Elke Brückner
E-mail: brueckner@cjd-braunschweig.de
Donations to account 121 111 · Nord/LB Braunschweig 250 500 00

The CJD Braunschweig is an institution within the Christlichen Jugenddorfwerk Deutschland e.V. (CJD) - 73061
Ebersbach - Teckstr.23 - www.cjd.de
Every year the CJD offers 155,000 adolescents and young adults’ orientation and prospects for the future. 9,500
employees and many volunteers at over 150 locations offer support, teach training skills and provide education.
The Christian concept of the human being linked with the motto “Let no one fall by the wayside” make up the
core of our work.
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